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An Abelian Rule for BCI—and Variations
Tomasz Kowalski and Lloyd Humberstone
We show the admissibility for BCI of a rule form of the characteristic
implicational axiom of abelian logic, this rule taking us from .˛ ! ˇ/ ! ˇ to ˛.
This is done in Section 8, with surrounding sections exploring the admissibility
and derivability of various related rules in several extensions of BCI.
Abstract

1 Introduction

On the basis of a Hilbert system comprising a set of axioms and a set of primitive
rules, a rule is said to be derivable if for any application of the rule, the conclusion
of the rule can be derived from the premises for that application, together with the
axioms of the system, by means of the primitive rules. A rule is said to be admissible
for the system if the set of theorems of the system (i.e., the formulas derivable from
the axioms by means of the primitive rules) is closed under the rule: for any application of the rule in which all the premises are theorems, so is the conclusion. Evidently, derivability implies admissibility for any rule, relative to any system; when
the converse holds for a given system, that system is said to be structurally complete. More precisely, defining a rule to be substitution-invariant if any substitution
instance of an application of the rule is in turn an application of the rule, the system is
structurally complete when every admissible substitution-invariant rule is derivable.
The notion of structural completeness was first introduced by Pogorzelski [19].
Our main goal is to prove that the following abelian rule
.˛ ! ˇ/ ! ˇ
(1)
˛
is admissible, though not derivable, in BCI. We will also discuss a handful of related
rules, proving (or re-proving) structural incompleteness of certain logics in the process. An ulterior motive—there always is one—is to illustrate by example a prooftheoretical method that seems well suited to deal with pure implication logics.
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